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Abstract. Long non‑coding RNAs (lncRNAs) serve a crucial
role in every aspect of cell biological functions as well as in
a variety of diseases, including cardiovascular disease, cancer
and nervous system disease. However, the differential expression profiles of lncRNAs in Marfan syndrome (MFS) have not
been reported. The aim of the present study was to identify
potential target genes behind the pathogenesis of MFS by
analyzing microarray profiles of lncRNA in aortic tissues from
individuals with MFS and normal aortas (NA). The differentially expressed lncRNA profiles between MFS (n=3) and NA
(n=4) tissues were analyzed using microarrays. Bioinformatics
analyses were used to further investigate the candidate
lncRNAs. Reverse transcription‑quantitative (RT‑qPCR) was
applied to validate the results. In total, the present study identified 294 lncRNAs (245 upregulated and 49 downregulated)
and 644 mRNAs (455 upregulated and 189 downregulated)
which were differential expressed between MFS and NA
tissues (fold change ≥1.5; P<0.05). Gene Ontology enrichment
analysis indicated that the differentially expressed mRNAs
were involved in cell adhesion, elastic fiber assembly, extracellular matrix (ECM) organization, the response to virus and
the inflammatory response. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and
Genomes pathway analysis indicated that the differentially
expressed mRNAs were mainly associated with focal adhesion, the ECM‑receptor interaction, the mitogen‑activated
protein kinase signaling pathway and the tumor necrosis factor
signaling pathway. The lncRNA‑mRNA coexpression network
analysis further elucidated the interaction between the lncRNAs
and mRNAs. A total of five lncRNAs (uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1,
X‑inactive specific transcript, linc‑lysophosphatidic acid
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receptor 1 and linc‑peptidylprolyl isomerase domain and WD
repeat containing 1) with the highest degree of coexpression
were selected and confirmed using RT‑qPCR. In the present
study, expression profiles of lncRNA and mRNA in MFS were
revealed using microarray analysis. These results provided
novel candidates for further investigation of the molecular
mechanisms and effective targeted therapies for MFS.
Introduction
Marfan syndrome (MFS) is an autosomal dominant multisystemic disorder of connective tissue that is caused by mutations
in the fibrillin‑1 (FBN1) gene. The FBN1 gene encodes
FBN1, which is a glycoprotein of the extracellular matrix
(ECM) that is involved in microfibril construction. MFS has
a prevalence of ~1:5,000, and its cardinal clinical manifestations are primarily associated with the cardiovascular, ocular
and skeletal systems, whereas lung, skin and dura are less
frequently affected (1,2). Currently, the clinical diagnosis of
MFS is performed using the diagnostic criteria provided by
the Ghent nosology, which was revised in 2010 (3,4). Previous
studies have demonstrated that matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) are closely associated with the development of MFS,
by causing a loss of elastic fibers and in ECM structures (5,6).
In addition, increased microRNA‑29b expression, which is a
key molecule in the pathogenesis of early aneurysms in MFS,
has been identified to regulate aortic wall apoptosis and ECM
abnormalities (7). A series of studies have indicated that MFS
is altered and may be associated with a variety of pathological
processes (1,8). It is therefore important to improve the understanding behind the molecular alterations in MFS, especially
the key molecules and fundamental interaction networks.
Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are non‑protein
coding transcripts, which are >200 nucleotides in length.
Accumulating evidence has demonstrated that lncRNA
transcripts can participate in almost every aspect of the cell
biological functions, including cell differentiation, metabolism
and apoptosis, by coordinating gene expression (9,10). An
aortic aneurysm is a primary clinical manifestation that is
identified in patients with MFS (11,12). Previous studies have
shown that numerous lncRNAs are differentially expressed in
aortic aneurysms. Yang et al (13) revealed that novel lncRNA
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candidates are associated with the pathogenesis of abdominal
aortic aneurysm and that lnc‑arginase 1 (ARG) can decrease
the mRNA expression levels of arachidonate 5‑lipoxygenase
(ALOX5) and decrease the production of reactive oxygen
species in HeLa cells. Similarly, He et al (14) demonstrated
that the lncRNA HIF 1 α‑antisense RNA 1 (HIF1α‑AS1)
exhibited a raised expression level in thoracoabdominal aortic
aneurysm samples and that the interaction between HIF1a‑AS1
and apoptotic proteins serves a key role in the proliferation
and apoptosis of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) (14).
The potential role of lncRNAs in the pathogenesis of MFS;
however, has not yet been determined.
In the present study, the expression profiles of lncRNA
and mRNA in aortic tissues with MFS and normal aorta
(NA) tissues were analyzed using microarray analysis.
Bioinformatics analysis was performed to predict the potential functions of the differentially expressed mRNAs. A
lncRNA‑mRNA co‑expression network was constructed
to determine the potential target genes of the aberrantly
expressed lncRNAs and mRNAs. Subsequently, a total of five
pivotal lncRNAs were selected for further validation using
reverse transcription‑quantitative (RT‑q) PCR.
Materials and methods
Patients and sample collection and ethics statement. The
present study protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics
Review Board of the First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou
Medical University and written informed consent was obtained
from family members for all donors and patients, prior to their
inclusion in the current study. NA (n=10) and MFS tissue (n=9)
were obtained from donors from the First Affiliated Hospital of
Wenzhou Medical University between January 2016 and June
2018, of which 4 NA tissues and 3 MFS tissues were used for
microarray analysis and the rest of the samples, 6 NA tissues
and 6 MFS tissues, were used for RT‑qPCR analysis. Inclusion
and exclusion criteria of MFS: Diagnosis of MFS was confirmed
following the 2010 Ghent criteria (4), and the reason for surgery
for MFS was severe ascending aortic dilatation without aortic
dissection. Hereditary aortic diseases of Ehlers‑Danlos
syndrome (EDS), Loeys‑Dietz syndrome (LDS) were excluded.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria of NA: Multi‑organ donors who
were terminally brain dead without hereditary aortic diseases,
including MFS, EDS and LDS. The aortic tissue samples were
prepared into smaller sample sizes, placed in freezing tubes and
frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen until RNA extraction. The
demographic information of MFS and NAs are listed in Table I.
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and Verhoeff‑Van Gieson (VG)
connective tissue staining. Samples were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 4 h at room temperature and then embedded
in paraffin. Subsequently, paraffin‑embedded samples were
cut into 4 µm‑thick sections and stained with H&E and VG.
H&E. The dried tissue slices, were immediately dewaxed
using xylene for 5‑10 min followed by a descending ethanol
gradient. The slices were then stained with moved into hematoxylin for 5 min at room temperature and differentiated in
1% hydrochloric acid alcohol, for up to 30 sec. before being
stained with eosin stain for 1 min at room temperature.

VG. Samples were dehydrated using an ascending ethanol
gradient followed by xylene. The slides were then stained
with hematoxylin for 20 min at room temperature and into
VG (Beijing Leagene Biotech Co., Ltd.) for 1 min at room
temperature before being differentiated rapidly in 95%
alcohol solution for 5 sec. Aortic tissue slices from 3 patients
with MFS and 3 control patients were observed under a light
microscope (Leica EZ4 W; Leica Microsystems GmbH) at
x200 magnification.
Immunohistochemical staining. Samples were fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde for 4 h at room temperature and then
embedded in paraffin. Paraffin‑embedded samples were cut
into 4 µm‑thick sections. The characterization of the inflammatory infiltrate was carried out by immunohistochemistry.
Slides from 3 control patients and 3 patients with MFS
were put into heated citrate buffer at 98˚C for 15 min and
cooled to room temperature. Endogenous peroxidase was
blocked with 3% H 2O2 solution (diluted in distilled water)
for 10 min at room temperature. Sections were immunostained overnight at room temperature with anti‑CD68 (cat.
no. ZM‑0060; 1:100; OriGene Technologies, Inc.; macrophage marker) (15), anti‑CD3 (cat. no. kit‑0003; 1:100; MXB
Biotechnologies; T cell marker); anti‑smooth muscle actin
(SMA; cat. no. kit‑0006; 1:1,000; MXB Biotechnologies) and
anti‑desmin (cat. no. ZA‑0610; 1:100; OriGene Technologies,
Inc.). The sections were then incubated using the Histostain™
SAP kit (cat. no. SAP‑9100; 1:1,000; OriGene Technologies,
Inc.) at 4˚C overnight. Sections were treated with streptavidin‑biotin‑peroxidase for 10 min at room temperature.
Diamino‑benzidine was used as a chromogenic substrate.
Finally, sections were washed with distilled water. The slices
were observed under a light microscope (Leica EZ4 W; Leica
Microsystems GmbH) at x100 magnification.
RNA extraction and lncRNA microarray analysis. RNA
was extracted from the frozen aortic tissue using Trizol®
reagent (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.)
according to the manufacturer's protocols. RNA samples
were analyzed using the microarray assays. An Arraystar
Human Microarray lncRNA v3.0 (array format: 8 x 60K;
Arraystar, Inc.), which can probe more than 30,000 lncRNAs,
covering all lncRNAs from authoritative databases RefSeq
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/RefSeq) (16), UCSC
Known Genes (http://genome.ucsc.edu) (17), LNCipedia
(http://www.lncipedia.org) (18), NONCODEv4 (http://www.
noncode.org) (19) and Ensembl (https://asia.ensembl.org) (20)
and their coding proteins, were used for microarray analysis.
Microarray hybridization was performed based on the manufacturer's instructions. Quantile normalization and subsequent
data analysis were performed using the GeneSpring GX
v11.5.1 software package (Agilent Technologies, Inc.).
Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analyses. GO and pathway
enrichment analyses were applied to predict the functions of
the differentially expressed genes. GO analysis was performed
based on GO (www.geneontology.org), which comprises three
integrated domains (molecular function, biological process
and cellular component) to describe gene product functions.
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Table I. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients
with MFS or NAs.

the 2‑ΔΔCq method (21), and P<0.05 was considered to indicate
a statistically significant difference.

Parameter

Statistical analysis. All statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS version 16.0 (SPSS, Inc.). Demographic and clinical
characteristic analysis of populations were performed using
descriptive statistics. The differential expression levels of the
tested lncRNAs and mRNAs between MFS and NA tissues
were assessed using Student's t‑tests and a fold change (FC)
≥1.5 and P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically
significant difference. Fisher's exact tests were used for GO and
KEGG pathway analyses. Similarly, a P<0.05 was considered
to indicate a statistically significant difference.

MFS (n=9) NA (n=10) P‑value

Age (year)			
<0.05
Mean
36.3
54.8
Sex			
0.76
Male
6
6
Female
3
4
Hypertension			0.70
Yes
2
3
No
7
7
Aortic sinus diameter (mm)			
<0.05
Mean
45
32
Aortic insufficiency			
0.09
Yes
4
1
No
5
9
MFS, Marfan syndrome; NA, normal aorta.

KEGG (www.genome.jp/kegg) enrichment analysis was
employed to analyze the biological pathways associated with
the differentially expressed lncRNAs and mRNAs.
lncR NA‑ mR NA coexpression net work a nalysis. A
lncRNA‑mRNA coexpression network was built according
to the normalized signal intensity of the aberrantly expressed
lncRNAs and mRNAs. To further identify the interactions
between the lncRNAs and mRNAs and to locate core regulatory factors (genes) among genes the Pearson correlation
coefficient was calculated and significant correlation pairs
(P<0.05) were selected to construct the network. In this
network, the number of links from each lncRNA to mRNA or
to another lncRNA was computed and defined as the central
degree. A higher degree for a lncRNA indicated that the
lncRNA serves a more vital role in the network.
RT‑qPCR validation. RT‑qPCR was used to verify the differentially expressed genes that were detected on the microarray.
Total RNA was extracted by TRIzol® (Invitrogen; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) according to the manufacturer's
protocol. RNA concentration and quality were analyzed by
detecting the absorbance at 260 nm using Beckman DU6400
spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, Inc.). RNA was treated
at 42˚C for 2 min to remove gDNA, following which cDNA was
synthesized at 42˚C for 15 min before inactivation at 95˚C for
3 min using the QuantiTect® reverse transcription kit (Qiagen,
Inc). qPCR was performed in triplicate using SsoAdvance™
Universal SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio‑Rad Laboratories,
Inc.) following manufacturer instructions on a Bio‑Rad CFX96
Real‑Time PCR system. The primers used for RT‑qPCR are
listed in Table II. The thermocycling conditions for the qPCR:
Initial denaturation at 95˚C for 3 min; followed by 40 cycles of
95.0˚C for 10 sec, 59.1˚C for 30 sec and 72.0˚C for 30 sec. The
relative expression levels of the genes were calculated using

Results
HE and VG staining of aortic tissues. HE and VG staining
indicated that NAs had a complete and continuous aortic
structure (Fig. 1A). MFS specimens exhibited separation
and loosening of each of the aortic structures (the intima,
tunica media and adventitia; Fig. 1B). In addition, collagen
and muscle fibers were stained red and yellow, respectively,
in VG staining. NA exhibited abundant collagen fibers and
dense tissue structure in the aortic intima, tunica media and
adventitia, which were decreased and destroyed in the aortic
tissues of MFS specimens (Fig. 1C and D).
Immunohistochemical staining. Immunohistochemistry was
performed using monoclonal antibodies directed against
markers for T lymphocytes and macrophages to characterize
the cells that were present in the aortic tissue of NA and MFS
samples. CD3 T cells were clearly observed throughout the
sections of the aortic media and adventitia of MFS but not
in the control aortas (Fig. 2A), as was also confirmed by
immunostaining with the macrophage‑specific marker, CD68
(Fig. 2B). SMA and desmin immunostaining was used to mark
the expression of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and was strongly
positive in all aortic tissues (Fig. 2C and D). However, structural degeneration and disintegration of SMCs was observed
in the MFS tissue.
The profiling of differentially expressed genes. Arraystar
microarray chips were used to identify the differentially
expressed lncRNAs and mRNAs in pathological aortic tissue
of MFS and NA specimens (Table SI). In total, 294 lncRNAs
were identified; 245 lncRNAs were upregulated and 49 were
downregulated. Additionally, 644 differentially expressed
mRNAs were found to be dysregulated, of which 455 were
upregulated and 189 were downregulated (FC ≥1.5; P<0.05).
Finally, to detect the relationships between specimens,
hierarchical clustering and scatter plots were performed to
identify the distinguishable expression patterns among samples
(Fig. 3B and C). Subsequently, log2 (FC) was indicated as
the X‑axis and log10 (P‑value) as the Y‑axis to indicate the
distribution of the lncRNAs and mRNAs in a volcano plot
(Fig. 3A).
GO and KEGG pathway analyses. GO and KEGG pathway
analyses were used to analyze the potential roles that the differentially expressed mRNAs play in biological processes. Firstly,
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Table II. Primers used for reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR.
Sequence name
GADPH
uc003jka_1
uc003jox_1
XIST
linc‑LPA‑1
linc‑PPWD1

Forward primer (5'‑3')

Reverse primer (5'‑3')

CGGATTTGGTCGTATTG
TGCCATTGATACAGTGATGACTTC
GTCTGGTTTGGAAGTGATTGCT
GTGGGTTGTTGCACTCTCTG
GCAGAAATGGCAAGACGATTAAC
GCATGTGAACAGCATCAGACAG

GAAGATGGTGATGGGATT
GGAGAAGGTCAGTTGACAGCATAC
CACAGCCACTAACTCTTGATGTTG
CATTCTCTGCCAAAGCGGTAG
GCTTCTCTCCTCTCTAGCAGATCTC
GGTGATTTCCACCAGAGAAGG

XIST, X‑inactive specific transcript.

Figure 1. H&E and VG staining of aortic tissue. (A) H&E staining of normal aortic tissue. (B) H&E staining of MFS aortic tissue. (C) VG staining of normal
aortic tissue. (D) VG staining of MFS aortic tissue. Collagen and muscle fibers were stained red and yellow, respectively. Magnification, x200. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; MFS, Marfan syndrome, VG, Verhoeff‑Van Gieson.

GO analysis was performed to enrich the significant functions
of the differentially expressed genes (Table SII). A total of 122
GO functions were obtained according to the P‑value (P<0.01),
including 75 upregulated GO functions and 47 downregulated
GO functions. Moreover, the‑lg P‑value was used to describe the
significance level of the GO enrichment, with a higher‑lg P‑value
indicating a higher significance level. Some important upregulated GO functions may be associated with MFS and are mainly

involved in ‘cell adhesion’, ‘elastic fiber assembly’ and ‘extracellular matrix organization’. In contrast, ‘response to virus’ and
‘inflammatory response’ were downregulated (Fig. 4A and B).
These results indicated that the components of ECM
organization were significantly altered in patients with MFS.
The significantly altered pathways that mediated the
functions of the differentially expressed genes based on
the KEGG database were the enriched (Table SIII). The
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Figure 2. Immunohistochemistry staining of aortic tissue. (A) CD3 T cells in aortic tissue of NA and MFS samples. (B) CD68 macrophages in the aortic
tissue of NA and MFS samples. Immunohistochemical staining indicated that inflammatory cells (CD3 and CD68) were present diffusely in the media
and adventitia of the aortas from patients with MFS, but were rarely found in control aortas. (C) SMA immunostaining in the aortic tissue of NA and MFS
samples. (D) Desmin immunostaining in aortic tissue of NA and MFS samples. SMCs were both strongly positive in all aortic tissues, but the structure was
degenerative and disintegrative in MFS samples compared with NAs. Magnification x100. MFS, Marfan syndrome; NA, normal aorta; SMA, smooth muscle
actin; SMCs, smooth muscle cells.

analysis showed that 26 pathways corresponded to increased
mRNAs and 19 pathways corresponded to decreased
mRNAs, with P‑values <0.05. Some important pathways
that may be connected to MFS were enriched in upregulated genes that participate in the tumor necrosis factor
(TNF) signaling pathway and cell adhesion molecules. The
downregulated genes were involved in focal adhesion, the
ECM‑receptor interaction and the mitogen‑activated protein
kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway (Fig. 4C and D). The
‑lg P‑value was used to describe the significance level of
pathway enrichment.
lncRNA and mRNA coexpression network analysis and
prediction of target lncRNAs. A lncRNA‑mRNA coexpression
network was constructed to identify the interactions between
mRNAs and lncRNAs (Table SIV). The degree of centrality
was calculated to assess the significance of these lncRNAs
and mRNAs in the coexpression network (Fig. S1). In Fig. 5,
the size of a circle indicates the ability of a gene to interact
according to its degree of quantification. Among the network,

a total of 5 lncRNAs [uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1, X‑inactive
specific transcript (XIST), linc‑lysophosphatidic acid receptor
1 (linc‑LPA‑1) and linc‑peptidylprolyl isomerase domain
and wd repeat containing 1 (linc‑PPWD1)] with the highest
degree of differentiation were selected as the target lncRNAs,
implying that these lncRNAs may serve a significant role in
the pathogenesis and development of MFS.
RT‑qPCR validation. RT‑qPCR was performed to verify the
reliability of the microarray data. A total of five differentially expressed lncRNAs (uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1, XIST,
linc‑LPA‑1 and linc‑PPWD1) that exhibited the highest
expression in the coexpression network were selected for
validation (Fig. 6). The MFS and NA tissue samples (all,
n=6) were used for validation. Altered expression levels of
the candidates revealed that the results of RT‑qPCR analysis
were similar to those observed in the microarray data and
demonstrated that the result of the microarray data were
reliable and could be used for bioinformatics analysis in
subsequent experiments.
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Figure 3. Microarray profiling of lncRNAs in the MFS and NA tissue specimens. (A) Volcano plots, (B) scatter plots and (C) hierarchical clustering showing the
lncRNA expression profiling (P<0.05 and fold change ≥1.5). Upregulated lncRNAs are denoted in red and downregulated in green. lncRNA, long noncoding
RNA; MFS, Marfan syndrome; NA, normal aorta.

Discussion
MFS is an autosomal dominant multisystem disorder with
manifestations typically involving the cardiovascular, skeletal and ocular systems (1,22). Acute aortic dissection is the
leading cause of premature death in untreated individuals
with MFS worldwide (8). Currently, pathogenesis studies
on MFS are comprehensive, but research into the molecular
mechanisms of action are still scarce. lncRNAs have long
been considered to be transcriptional noise; however, they
may serve a novel role in the pathogenesis of MFS (23).
lncRNAs may provide basic information that can be used
to recognize the disease course of MFS and to design more
effective targeted therapies.
In the present study, the expression profiles of lncRNAs
and mRNAs in MFS and NA tissues were investigated using
microarray analysis, and the present study revealed potential roles for lncRNA in the pathogenesis of MFS. In total,
294 lncRNAs and 644 mRNAs were identified (FC ≥1.5;
P<0.05). GO and KEGG pathway analyses were used to explore
the possible biological functions and potential mechanisms of
the mRNAs in MFS.

The results of the present study demonstrated that different
biological processes, including cell adhesion, elastic fiber
assembly and ECM organization, are among the significantly
enriched mRNAs in MFS. Most of these functions are
involved in ECM organization, and this is consistent with
previous studies (22,24,25). The components of the ECM
that contain microfibrils and proteoglycans are fundamental
units of the cytoskeleton and regulate the structure of the
vascular wall (26). Severe elastolysis, adjacent breaks and
breakthroughs caused by a mutation in FBN1 were present in
the aortic tissues of MFS specimens (26,27). In the present
study, it was indicated that cell adhesion, elastic fiber assembly
and ECM organization were remarkably downregulated by
GO analyses in the aortic tissue samples from individuals
with MFS compared with those with NA. A number of
core mRNAs are associated with the function of the ECM,
including Microfibril Associated Protein 4 (28), Fibulin 5 (29),
Laminin Subunit α 2 (30), Tenascin XB (31) and Integrin
Subunit α7 (32).
A number of previous studies have documented an
inflammatory component in medial degeneration composed
primarily of T cells and macrophages, and it was identified
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Figure 4. GO and KEGG pathway analysis of differentially expressed mRNAs in Marfan syndrome compared with normal aortas. The top 10 GO terms
that were associated with the gene function of (A) upregulated mRNAs and (B) downregulated mRNAs are listed. The top 10 pathways that were associated
with the (C) upregulated mRNAs and (D) downregulated mRNAs are listed. ARVC, Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy; ECM, extracellular
matrix; GO, Gene Ontology; KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; MAPK, mitogen‑activated protein kinase; TNF, tumor necrosis factor;
NOD, nucleotide binding oligomerization domain containing.

that inflammation aggravates disease severity in patients with
MFS (33‑35). Ju et al (36), indicated that the activation of
interleukin (IL)6‑STAT3 signaling contributed to aneurysmal
dilation in mgR/mgR mice through increased MMP‑9 activity,
which aggravated ECM degradation. In the current study, the
inflammatory response was revealed to be the most important downregulated GO, with 21 enriched genes, including
interleukin (IL)‑6, IL‑1B, toll‑like receptor (TLR)3, Fas Cell
Surface Death Receptor (FAS), and E‑Selectin (SELE).
The MAPK signaling pathway, which includes ERK,
JNK and p38‑MAPK, serves a pivotal role in cell proliferation, differentiation, survival and death (37). A previous
study indicated that the improper activation of p38 MAPK
is a precursor of constitutive Smad2/3 signaling in the aortic
wall of a mouse model of neonatal lethal MFS (38). In the
present study, the MAPK signaling pathway was prominently
changed, with 7 upregulated and 14 downregulated genes
enriched. In addition, the important downregulated pathways,
including the TNF, the NF‑κ B and the NOD‑like receptor
signaling pathways, were not reported to be associated with
MFS in previous studies. However, the present study indicated

that these pathways may be potential mechanisms of action
behind the process and progression of MFS. However, further
experiments are required to validate this observation.
A previous study indicated that the transcription of
lncRNAs may affect the expression of their nearby mRNAs
at the level of chromatin modification, transcription and
posttranscriptional processing (39). The functions of most
associated aberrantly expressed lncRNAs are unknown.
Hence, in the present study, these lncRNAs were revealed
based on the functions of their associated mRNAs.
Therefore, a novel lncRNA‑mRNA coexpression network was
constructed to predict the significant core lncRNAs with the
highest degree of centrality, including uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1,
XIST, linc‑LPA‑1 and linc‑PPWD1. The five lncRNAs were
validated using RT‑qPCR, which confirmed the reliability of
the microarray results. The three lncRNAs (XIST, uc003jka.1
and linc‑LPA‑1) and their coexpressed mRNAs were analyzed
in detail.
The lncRNA XIST is the master regulator of X inactivation
in mammals and is exclusively transcribed from the inactive X chromosome (40). According to recent studies, XIST
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Figure 5. The lncRNAs and mRNA co‑expression network. The interaction network of differentially expressed genes (lncRNA: uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1,
XIST, linc‑LPA‑1, linc‑PPWD1). Round nodes represent protein‑coding genes and square nodes represent lncRNAs. Blue nodes represent upregulated genes
or lncRNAs, red nodes represent downregulated genes or lncRNAs. The node size represents the connectivity, with larger node showing that more genes or
lncRNAs are co‑expressed with this gene or lncRNA. Solid lines represent positive correlation and dotted lines negative correlation. lncRNA, long noncoding
RNA; XIST, X‑inactive specific transcript; linc‑LPA‑1, linc‑lysophosphatidic acid receptor 1; linc‑PPWD1, linc‑peptidylprolyl isomerase domain and wd
repeat containing 1.

Figure 6. Reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR validation. Compared to
healthy controls, 5 long noncoding RNAs (uc003jka.1, uc003jox.1, XIST,
linc‑LPA‑1, linc‑PPWD1) with highest degree were selected. Results were
consistent with the findings obtained from the microarray chip analysis
(n= 6). Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. *P<0.05,
**
P<0.01 vs. NA samples. MFS, Marfan syndrome; NA, normal aorta;
XIST, X‑inactive specific transcript; linc‑LPA‑1, linc‑lysophosphatidic acid
receptor 1; linc‑PPWD1, linc‑peptidylprolyl isomerase domain and WD
repeat containing 1.

is highly expressed in some malignant tumors, including
breast (41), ovarian (42) and non‑small‑cell lung cancer (43).
The results of the present study revealed that differentially
expressed XIST, with a FC=16.47, is the most upregulated
lncRNA in MFS. The coexpression network identified tissue
inhibitors of metalloproteinase 4 (TIMP‑4) as a mRNA adjacent to XIST. TIMP‑4, which is a tissue inhibitor of MMPs, is
believed to serve a central role in the pathogenesis of MFS (7).
Therefore, it was predicted that XIST may participate in the
mechanism of action behind MFS by regulating the function
of TIMP. To date, the detailed roles and underlying mechanisms of XIST remain unclear. The lncRNA uc003jka.1,
with the highest degree of differentiation in the coexpression
network, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported in

the literature; therefore, its biological function and regulatory
mechanism in MFS remain unclear. SKI Like Proto‑Oncogene
(SKIL) is one of the mRNAs that was coexpressed. Another
alias for SKIL is SnoN. SnoN is a component of the Smad
pathway, which regulates cell growth and differentiation
through transforming growth factor‑β (44). This finding is
consistent with the pathogenesis of MFS as described by a
previous study (45). This result implies that uc003jka.1 may
participate in MFS by influencing the expression of SnoN. The
linc‑LPA‑1 is a lncRNA that to the best of our knowledge, has
never been reported. The present study identified a total of 11
coexpressed mRNAs. IL1B (46), SP100 Nuclear Antigen (47),
FAS (48) and TLR3 (49) are mRNAs that are regulators that
modulate the inflammatory and immune responses. The possibility that linc‑LPA‑1 serves a role in the inflammatory and
immune responses in MFS by regulating mRNA expression
levels requires further investigation.
There are two limitations in the present study. First, due
to the difficulty in obtaining tissue samples, a relatively small
sample size was used. Further studies with a larger sample size
should be performed to verify the relevant results. Furthermore,
the present study primarily focused on the value of bioinformatics‑based analyses for discovering novel or important
lncRNAs, but direct experimental evidence is still lacking to
support these hypotheses. Therefore, further investigations
should be performed to establish and clarify the detailed
molecular mechanism of action behind the lncRNA‑mediated
regulation of potential coding genes in MFS.
In conclusion, the present data implied that lncRNAs may
be associated with a variety of biological and pathological
processes in MFS. The potential roles of aberrantly expressed
lncRNAs were also predicted with their underlying molecular
network. The findings may provide novel targets for further
investigation for both the molecular mechanisms and effective
targeted therapies for MFS.
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